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Heritage Global Partners to auction Bumble Bee’s Mayagüez
real estate, equipment
BY CB STAFF

H

eritage Global Partners (HGP),
a global leader in asset advisory
and auction services, and a wholly
owned subsidiary of Counsel RB
Capital this week announced it will
conduct a bulk and piecemeal auction of the Mayagüez waterfront industrial real estate and plant equipment of Bumble Bee Foods LLC,
North America’s largest branded,
canned seafood company. The sale
will be conducted via telephone and
online auction.
The sale of Bumble Bee’s 38.2
million-square-meter property, includes a more than 174,000-square-

foot enclosed structure, as well as
select pieces of surplus production
and the facilities’ support equipment. Preapproved parties will be
held Sept. 12, 7 a.m.-7:30 a.m. Eastern Time. A second online piecemeal
auction will take place Sept. 12 at 8
a.m. until Sept. 13 at 10 a.m. Bumble
Bee will determine which bids are
accepted following its piecemeal
sale.
Prospective bidders are encouraged
to preview the Mayagüez site Sept.
11, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., or in advance by
appointment.
“Our upcoming auction of Bumble
Bee’s extensive assets, including
prime waterfront real estate, offers

an excellent opportunity for companies in food and general manufacturing not only to acquire state-of-theart industry equipment but also to
quickly relocate to an existing facility in Puerto Rico,” stated George
Wandachowicz, vice president of
HGP.
Led by auction-industry pioneers
Ross and Kirk Dove, HGP is one
of the U.S.’ leading asset advisory
and auction services firms, assisting
large and small companies in buying and selling assets. HGP’s staff
brings a wealth of industrial, technical and professional experience,
having served decades in the business as industry leaders.
A Counsel RB Capital company
(with stocks traded over the counter
as bankruptcy, class B stocks [OTCQB] using the letters CRBN), HGP
specializes in asset brokerage; inspections; evaluations; and industrial
equipment, real-estate and enterprise
auctions that combine tangible and
intangible assets.
The company established a set of

Heritage Global Partners, a global
leader in asset advisory and auction
services, will conduct a bulk
and piecemeal auction of Bumble
Bee’s industrial real estate and
plant equipment.

The shutdown of the Mayagüez
cannery, which employs some 180
workers, concluded in June. The
plant has been in operation since the
early 1960s.
Officials from San Diego-based
Bumble Bee said reduction in production volume had a negative im-

—George Wandachowicz, vice president of HGP

pact on costs, which forced its exit
from Puerto Rico. The company said
it remained as long as it did, thanks
in part to tax and labor incentives
from the island government.
Western Puerto Rico was once a
major hub of tuna packing, but very
little remains of the local industry,
which was undone by intense competition from overseas competitors
with lower labor and production
costs. 䡲
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Linde promotes Victor Edge regulator series as tops in industry
BY B.G. DOYLE

G

“Our upcoming auction of Bumble Bee’s
extensive assets, including prime waterfront
real estate, offers an excellent opportunity for
companies in food and general manufacturing
not only to acquire state-of-the-industry
equipment but also to quickly relocate to an
existing facility in Puerto Rico.”
key metrics, which include daily reporting and project tracking along
with time-tested analyses, such as
number of pageviews compared with
past campaigns, ratios of registered
bidders that are resellers versus end
users, and much more, according to
its website.
Bumble Bee Foods is pulling the
plug on its Puerto Rico plant as the
island’s once-mighty tuna-packing
industry runs dry.
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iven that welding equipment
is a staple in construction
projects, Linde Gas Puerto Rico is
committed to providing the best in
welding technology and support.
This effort includes a number of
top names in welding products, with
the new Professional Edge Series
regulators by Victor among Linde’s
latest offerings.
“We have been representing the
Victor brand for several years, and
are the only company on the island
to supply and support this equipment,” said Rubén Rodríguez, product manager for welding equipment
at Linde Gas Puerto Rico. “Victor
has been the leader in gas equipment

regulator series is optimally designed to work with vaporized gas
from a liquid vessel and performs
much better than a standard cylinder
regulator.
The ESL4 Pipeline—Line Regulator Series, designed for gas distribution/pipeline systems, improves
upon previous Victor regulators with
added Edge benefits that include an
ergonomic, color-coded adjusting
knob and updated gauges. The EST4
Pipeline—Station Regulator Series
is ideal for weld-station use and other gas-distribution applications, and
is fitted with the appropriate stationstyle Compressed Gas Association
(CGA) connections for use with
oxygen and inert or fuel gases.
The ESS7 High Flow Series was

“Victor has been the leader in gas equipment
for close to a century and the No. 1 brand in
the world, and we’re proud to introduce its
new Edge series.”
—Rubén Rodríguez, product manager for welding equipment at
Linde Gas Puerto Rico

for close to a century and the No. 1
brand in the world, and we’re proud
to introduce its new Edge series.”
Known for providing the safest,
most reliable and highest-quality
gas-control technology, Victor
has designed the new Edge line to
greatly simplify regulator service
and repair. The design includes the
ESS4 High Capacity and ESS3 Medium Capacity models, which are
heavy-duty, high-capacity singlestage design regulators that provide outstanding flow performance
for better flow control across a full
range of cylinder pressures, with exceptional sensitivity and precision
in delivery pressure. They feature a
forged brass body, zinc-aluminum
housing cap and high-impact ABS
(acrylonitrile butadiene styrene)
gauge guard, with the high-pressure
models containing an external selfreseating relief valve as well.
The Edge ELC4 Liquid Cylinder

developed specifically for high-flow
applications such as heavy cutting,
and provides even more consistent
flow performance over the SR 700
model it replaces.
Rodríguez explained that the Victor Edge Series regulators are superior for a number of reasons, including their ease of use. “Not only
do their gauges include enhanced,
easy-to-read graphics, but they also
contain color-coded knobs for quick
gas identification and more natural
and safer hand/body positioning to
adjust delivery pressure,” he said.
They are also more durable and
compact, with their advanced designs making them some of the most
compact industrial regulators available on the market, he added. “The
construction materials also provide
optimum durability, and because
they offer a more consistent flow
performance over a wide range of
cylinder pressures, Edge Series

regulators can easily outperform
traditional designs.”
Safety is another area where they
excel by meeting or exceeding industry standards, making them able
to pass the most stringent compliance testing. This scrutiny includes
all CGA E-4 compliance testing, the
Heated Oxygen Impact Test and requirements of the Underwriters
Laboratories (UL) 252 Standard for
Compressed Gas Regulators. They

also feature SLAM (shock limitation
and absorption mechanism) technology, which is built into the adjusting knob. This provides additional
strength, safety and protection for the
regulator’s internal mechanisms.
Serving clients in Puerto Rico, the
Dominican Republic and the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Linde also provides
seminars on the use and safety of the
various welding equipment it carries, including Victor products. 䡲

